AUGUST 2020

Editorial
Welcome to the August edition of the
magazine. We actually have some dates in the
calendar!
Following on from last month we have yet
another really bumper edition of the magazine
for this month with lots to read. Mark has
supplied some more Tongham Tales, Francis
continues with his history of the Coronation
Safari Rally, a really interesting read.

We have again re-printed another article
from the 1994 Special Edition of the
magazine, and of course we continue to
publish pictures from the slide collection .
Any reports, anecdotes and articles
always gratefully received. Let’s hear what
you’ve been up to!

Social Calendar
August
18th Committee
Goodwood Events
Remains closed
Brooklands Events
Museum Reopens 1st August

Competition
25th September 1st Weald Challenge 12
Car round. Southern Car Club,
provisional.
26/27th September Abingdon Car-nival.
Sprint and Rally. Full entries in both
events.
If anyone is intending to marshal on the
Abingdon Carnival stages ( at the moment
there are 4 of us) you need to register
your interest on the Carnival website.

Stay safe

This is a requirement for their contact
tracing purposes.

Annette & Robert Clayson

Here’s the link
www.abingdoncarnival.com/volunteer
You will have to do your own registration,
we can’t do a block booking
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THE TOUGHEST RALLY IN THE WORLD.
Part 3. East African Safari to The Toughest Safari so far.
Every early Safari has engendered its own
fascinating stories of chivalry, heroism and dare-devil
courage. Stories of drivers making the most
imaginative repairs and driving cars in the almost
impossible conditions. Amongst these incredible
stories are sprinkled some which are totally mythical.
One such myth is the incident written up in Part 2
last month. Pat Moss and Elisabeth Nystrom in their
Pat Moss-Carlsson and Elisabeth Nystrom, Saab 96,
Safari 1966
Saab 96 did not tow the Peugeot of Shankland and
Rothwell out of the mud resulting in
Roger Clark and Gilbert Staepelaere, Lotus Cortina, 1967 Safari.
suspension damage to the Saab and
subsequent retirement in 1966. The
suspension did break on the Saab outside
Dar es Salaam causing them to retire, but
‘the towing’ is, in all probability, a Safari
Myth.
Sadly, once manufacturers began to enter
teams into the Safari it began to take on a
diﬀerent sort of competitiveness.
One of the earliest examples of a major
manufacturer ‘bending the rules’ was in the
1967 Safari when the Ford Lotus Cortina,
(entered by the Ford Motor Company
together with a further four Cortina GT’s),
crewed by Roger Clark and Gilbert
Staepelaere went into the Usambara
Mountains in a very sick state and emerged
running well but with diﬀerent decals on it,
recorded in photographs. The ‘Lotus
Cortina’ finished 18th. Ford Motor Company
took the Team Prize. Second place went to
Vic Preston Sr. and Bob Gerrish in a
privately entered Ford Lotus Cortina.
Preston was not in the oﬃcial team as he
had recently opened his own Shell garage.
In Tune

Joginder Singh and Bev Smith, Datsun Cedric 2000, Safari 1968.

Lucille Cardwell and Gerry Davies, Datsun Cedric 2000, Safari
1968.
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The Ford Motor Company Team
was sponsored by Esso!

Michele Mouton, Ivory Coast Rally. Before or after the car
change.........?

In 1968, the year of the ‘Unsinkable
Seven’ Finishers (and Hugh Lionnet
who followed up to the finish having
been excluded for unrolling a
reserve mudflap in the parc ferme),
the Nissan Motor Company entered
5 cars, 4 with local crews. Safari
winner Joginder Singh was driving a Datsun
Cedric 2000 with Bev Smith, nursed their
sick car for 1000 miles, changing the
engine, quietly, in Korogwe, finished with
904 points, in 5th place ahead of Robin
Ulyate and Michael Wood in a Ford Cortina
GT who also had 904 points. Changing an
engine causes disqualification in the rules.
No team prize was awarded despite the
brilliant drive of Lucille Cardwell and Gerry
Davies, also in a Datsun 2000 Cedric with
1158 points putting them
7th!
It is better known that the
Audi Team ‘retired’ from
rallying in 1985 following the
World Championship fight
between Walter Rohl
(Porsche) and Michelle
Mouton (Audi). Mouton‘s
Audi Quattro was running
well in Ivory Coast Rally
before incurring severe

Manussis, Coleridge and Beckett, Mercedes-Benz 220SE,
winners 1961 Safari.

D. P. Marwaha and Vic Preston Sr. Volkswagen, winners 1954.

Carl Tundo ‘thrashing’ the Porsches.

Vic Preston Sr. and D.P. Marwaha, Ford Zephyr Mk 11, winners
1955.
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Vic Preston Sr. riding a Norton ‘Featherbed’ 500 in the Isle of Man
TT. 1956.

Fritschy and Ellis, Mercedes-Benz 219, winners 1959
Safari.

engine problems on the second day. Rorhl had not entered this rally. Mouton’s car was
seemingly repaired by Audi mechanics oﬀ the route in the jungle. To avoid huge
embarrassment Audi withdrew Mouton just before the finish. The late, famous journalist,
author and navigator Martin Holmes evidenced the car change through before and after
photographs. Once again, decals told the true story!
More recently, on the 2017 East African Classic Safari, by then a totally diﬀerent kind of
event from those ‘Early Days of The Safari’, Carl Tundo emerged the winner after
clearing a very wet stage, where the organisers’ favourite, Porsche, which was leading,
got stuck. Tundo, driving a Triumph, was denied a rally victory which was decided in a
boardroom meeting on the eve of the last day of the nine day event! To avoid
embarrassment Tundo and the Porsche driver were declared joint winners!
Imagine if Tondo had won, the headlines might have read: ”Triumph Trumps over
Porsche”.
Fortunately, stories of courage, camaraderie and sporting spirit abound; most certainly
in the early days.
In the first ten Safaris there were two
double winning crews. The first being
D.P.Marwaha and Vic Preston Sr., in
1954 driving a Volkswagen, and in
1955 driving a Ford Zephyr Mk1. It is
interesting to note that Preston, who
began his motor sport career racing
motor cycles at Langa Langa, fulfilled
an early ambition by riding in the Isle
of Man TT Race in 1956. He rode a
Norton ‘Featherbed’ 30M 500cc short
stroke, finishing 32nd in a field of 89
riders! An excellent achievement for a
In Tune

Fritschy and Ellis, Mercedes-Benz 219, winners 1960 Safari.
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Feeney and Fisher, Peugeot 203, Safari 1959, 5th. place

Jim and Lucille Cardwell, Mercedes-Benz 219 Ponton, 1959 Safari, 7th. place.

newcomer, winning a Bronze Medal. His wife, June, was pit crew.
The second double winners were Bill Fritschy and Jack Ellis, in 1959 and 1960 driving a
Mercedes-Benz 219 Pontons. Both Safaris were won by a very large margin over the
second car: 150 to 950 points in 1959 and 600 to 950 points in 1960. Jimmy Feeney
with R.C.G.Fisher was 5th. in a Peugeot 203. Jim and Lucille Cardwell were 7th. also in a
Mercedes 219, Joginder Singh, in his first Safari, driving with Raman Patel were 9th in a
Volkswagen, the Vincent Brothers, Donald and Neil were 19th. driving a Mercedes 190
Ponton and David Lead with Nick Thomas in a 219 also finished well.
Fritschy drove with Kim Mandeville in 1961 - Jack Ellis, Fritschy’s step-father, said he
was by then “too old for this game”. They drove a Mercedes Benz 220SE Fintail, a
heavier car than the 219 Ponton of the previous years, so Fritschy maintained his
renowned ‘light touch’ throughout the Safari to spare the car. They were beaten into
second place by John Manussis in a Mercedes 220SE Ponton by a mere 6 points, so
depriving Fritschy of a hat-trick of wins. Manussis, who had only recently recovered from
an accident and had diﬃculty getting
in and out of the car, had taken two
co-drivers, Bill Coleridge and David
Beckett to push and bounce - as it
was a particularly dry Safari they
were good ‘ballast’. Lucille Cardwell
and Anne Hall were 3rd. in a Ford
Zephyr Mk11 only 7 points behind
Bill Fritschy. Paddy Cliﬀ and Hugh
Lionnet were 12th. in a Peugeot
404. Dry safaris favoured bigger,
heavier cars - in addition to the big
Bill Fritschy and Kim Mandeville, Mercedes-Benz 220SE Fintail, 2nd.
Mercedes in the first dozen
in the 1961 Safari.
finishers, was a slightly smaller
Mercedes 190, two Humber Super
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Snipes and a Fiat 2100. Despite this, Peter
Hughes and Billy Young, future Safari winners
were 10th. in a Ford Anglia!

Anne Hall and Lucille Cardwell, Ford Zephyr Mk11, 3rd. in
the 1961 Safari.

Prior to 1959 components were sealed
‘mechanically’, and were checked at several
points during the Safari as well as at the finish.
This had led to some serious questions in
previous Safaris when seals had failed and
components clearly not been tampered with
during the dry and extremely fast 1958 event.
The rules stated that points would be lost if the
seals were broken not if the components failed.It
was finally deemed by the RAC that the seals on
the Ford Team cars were “technically weak”.

Nick Nowicki and Paddy Cliff winners of the 1963 Safari, Peugeot
404
Peter Hughes and Billy Young, Ford Anglia, 10th. in the 1961
Safari.

After this components were sealed with
radioactive paint!
The 1963 Safari was the most diﬃcult and most
interesting so far. Previous Safaris had been
either totally dry or merely wet in parts. This was
very wet. It rained practically all the way
resulting in two time allowance extensions
during the event to a total of 16 hours.
This was the event which really put the Safari
the map. With the demise of the Liege-SofiaLiege only a year away the Safari Rally was
about to establish itself as THE toughest event
on the calendar.

Hughs and Young, Ford Anglia 1200, 2nd, 1963 Safari.

Jim Cardwell and David Lead, Mercedes-Benz 220 SEb, 3rd
in the 1963 Safari.

Datsun and Hino were the first Japanese Teams
In Tune
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Bill Bengry and Gordon Goby, Rover P5s 3-litre, 7th. Of the ‘Magnificent Seven’ in the ‘63 Safari.

to enter and Ford also had a strong team
with Anglias, Zodiacs and, for the first
time, the new Cortinas. The smaller cars
started first and it was Eric Carlsson and
Gunnar Palm who led the Northern Loop
in Kenya. However, once entering
Tanzania the conditions were
unbelievable with several inches of rain
falling in an hour or two. Then Carlsson
hit an ant- bear, made a time-costly,
running repair which survived to Dar es
Salaam where he finally had to retire.
Peter Hughes and Billy Young should
have inherited the lead but got stuck for
50 minutes and had to rely on the
eventual winners , Norwicki and Cliﬀ, to
pull them out. Shortly after rescuing the
Anglia, Norwicki and Cliﬀ came to a
flooded causeway where, when they tried
to cross, the flood water almost swept
the car away. They went back to the
previous control to report that the route
was impassable and the rally was then
sent a diﬀerent way.

In Tune

Cardwell and Lead Mercedes-Benz 220 SEb crossing a drift
in the ‘63 Safari.

Cardwell and Lead Mercedes-Benz 220 SEb, Nairobi, 1963
Safari
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Hughes and Young were plagued with
problems throughout the rally, not the
least of which was the Lead and
Cardwell Mercedes Benz 220 SEb, just
a few penalty points behind them. A
truly sterling drive kept the little Ford in
second place with 264 points behind
the winning Peugeot 404 of Nowicki
and Cliﬀ with 185 points. In 3rd. place
were Cardwell and Lead in the
Mercedes only 3 points behind the
Anglia with 267 points. Brothers
Ian Jaffray and Simon Bathurst, Peugeot 403, 1300cc, 6th. Of the
‘Magnificent Seven’ in 1963 Safari.
Joginder and Jaswant Singh driving a
Fiat 2300 were 4th. on 290 points, Hugh
Lionnet and Ivan Philip, 5th in a 404 on 304 points, 6th Ian Jaﬀray and Simon Bathurst
In a Peugeot 403 with 346 points. The only other finisher, with 408 points was the only
overseas driver, Bill Bengry in a most unlikely rally car a Works Rover P5s 3-litre, codriven by none other than the ever-present Gordon Goby! (After the Rally, Bill Bengry, in
his characteristically cool and self- eﬀacing manner, told the writer of this article that he
‘would have had no chance of getting round without the wealth of experience of Gordon
Goby’.)
Rauno Altonen entered this, his second Safari in a Morris 1100 with Tony Ambrose. They
were doing well until the wheel arches filled up with mud and the wheels refused to go
round. Unlike the tireless local drivers,
they did not continually clear the
The Masterful Bill Bengry after an epic drive the 1963 Safari.
blocking mud and keep driving; they
Gordon Goby on the right, ranked amongst the ‘Magnificent
Seven’
retired.
The local inhabitants had a field day
earning money for pushing cars
through the mud. Interestingly, the
cost of such services rose beyond any
normal rate of inflation during this
Safari. The complaints from the
drivers of the bigger cars, which
started later than the smaller cars, were fully justified this year. They often came to a
‘muddy patch’ only to find cars growing like mushrooms with no way between them.
There were 86 starters, Hugh Lionnet and Ivan Philip were number 68, the Mercedes
number 70, the Singh Brothers number 75 and Bill Bengry and Gordon Goby number 80.

In Tune
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Bill Bengry must be the one overseas driver who best epitomises the style and the spirit
of the Safari Rally. Apart from his undoubted artistry as a rally driver in almost any motor
car, he had, long ago, encapsulated the spirit of adventure so common in the local
drivers and he was a most accomplished and imaginative mechanic who was never
fazed by any breakdown. Bill Bengry had been RAC National Champion in 1960 and
1961. He was 9th in the 1962 Safari with Jimmy Feeney in a Peugeot 404, behind
Norwicki and Cliﬀ in a 404, the Singh Brothers in a Volkswagen, Hughes and Young in an
Anglia and ahead of Lead and Cardwell in a Mercedes 220SEb the only private entry to
complete the Safari. Behind them were the ever- ready Hugh Lionnet and Ivan Philip in a
404. Six of the future ‘Magnificent Seven’ in the first dozen! He went on to complete the
1968 London-Sydney Marathon in a Ford Cortina GT Mk11 (on remould tyres!) and was
the last person to be awarded a Gold Cup in the gruelling Liege-Sofia-Liege Rally having
been a finisher in 1962, ‘63 and ‘64.
Bill Bengry’s drive in the Rover P5 has been described by one Safari Aficionado as “A
true work of art!”
It is no surprise, but a testament to one of the greatest of rally drivers that Bill Bengry
was the only overseas driver to finish the 1963 East African Safari amongst the
‘Magnificent Seven’. This Safari must rank as the toughest rally so far.
In Part 4 : Further Safari incidents, tracing a rally car and the end of an era.
Francis.

Reprints
We continue this month revisiting past magazines. More from the 1994 special edition of
the magazine with a number of articles which had been included in previous editions.
This month we have a report on …

A Mini Weekend (1994)- Robert Clayson

(and because of lockdown we have been able to find some pictures from the trip)

Any excuse to give the Mini a good run always seems like a good idea, so when I saw
that CAR magazine were having a long weekend in France running their Tour de France
promising a gentle tour through Northern France, with its traﬃc-free roads, timeless
villages and wonderful eateries - all in the company of fellow car enthusiasts it all
seemed like a very good idea. So just before Christmas a cheque went oﬀ to CAR
magazine.
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We made our preparations to leave home to catch the 8.45 ferry from Dover on Friday
morning. Apart from the roadworks on the M25 and a red Lamborghini Diablo passing us
on the M20 at a somewhat illegal speed the journey down was pretty uneventful.
We had been sent a sticker to place in the windscreen to identify us. In the queue at
Dover l saw a Jaguar XJS, Porsche 911 and new Mazda 323 V6 all with the same
sticker, Phil Llewellin, one of CAR’s contributing writers introduced himself and handed
us the roadbook for the Tour. This contained full details of the route, places to visit,
places to eat and details of the hotels where we would be staying.
Whilst crossing the channel we studied the road book - the first point to visit was Cap
Blanc Nez on the coast just about ten miles down the coast from Calais. This was one of
the most fortified sections of Hitler's defensive sea wall against the allied invasion during
the second world war. Here we met the rest of the people and cars taking part in the
tour. These cars included some Porsche's (various models), TVR's, Morgan, Jaguar‘s,
Mercedes, an Aston Martin amongst others.
The next stop on the route was lunch, this was at Montreuil. A buﬀet lunch had been
arranged at a restaurant dating back to 16th Century which had on oﬀer some wine at
£2500 a bottle and some liqueur dating back to 1779 for £350!!.
On leaving Montreuil we headed
towards Crecy, having turned
oﬀ a main road we headed
along a D road which ran
parallel to the river Authie. The
river was in flood, as a result of
heavy rain the previous month.
Making a turn oﬀ this road we
encountered a Route Barre
sign, we were at the time
following a TVR and a Lexus,
The flooded river
then we discovered why the
Rue Barre signs were there - the
road was flooded! The TVR went through followed by the Lexus, seemingly with no
problems. One of the organisers, who was on the bridge just before the water, advised
us to keep well to the right going through the water I reckoned that as the TVR had got
across then we should be able to through. The Mini passed through the water with no
diﬃculty.
We arrived at Crecy where some 650 years ago the first battle between England and
France took place, today it is just grain and vegetable fields. The English forces were
In Tune
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Parked at Crecy

Map of the Crecy Battlefield

considerably outnumbered, but the key to English victory was due to the skill of the
English archers. They were again key in the next place on the route, Agincourt. Agincourt
is only 24 miles from Crecy. Here we stopped at the car park in the centre of the village.
Adjoining the car park was a small museum, we paid 10 francs to look around, they even
managed to show a video in English about the battle of Agincourt. ln both cases the
battles were won by the English but the French perception was that they came second
but didn’t lose!
From Agincourt we had a 30 mile drive to Gosnay, where we would stay for the night.
The last mile was along one of the most uneven French roads l have even driven on along this stretch of road l was followed by a Healey 3000 who equally attempting to
avoid the bumps. The hotel dated from 1320 when it was a monastery. We had a huge
room over the main entrance! As with all the nights’ accommodation evening meals
including wine was included in the price.
Having had a typical French breakfast of croissant, fruit juice
and coﬀee we were ready for the oﬀ. People left in dribs and
drabs to head for Vimy Ridge. Vimy Ridge dominates the very
flat plains of Douai and Lens and hence was of significant
importance during the first World War. We were able to visit
the trenches, the sight of the Canadian frontline being no
more than 20 or 30 feet from the German lines brought back
the history lessons of what a bloody battle this was.
On leaving the Ridge we headed for the autoroute for a 60
mile drive south to Laon. The Mini was quite happy to cruise
at 85 mph. Once oﬀ the autoroute we had just a 20 mile run
onto Laon along some really quiet and picturesque roads.
Arriving in the centre of Laon we parked up in front of the
Hotel de Ville to go oﬀ and find some lunch!
On Vimy Ridge

In Tune
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Having found somewhere to eat we wandered round the town. Whilst doing so the
heavens opened and we were in the midst of a heavy downpour. Laon is an old town
which is set on a hill surrounded by miles of relatively flat country, the town itself is
dominated by the huge cathedral which dates back to1160. On leaving the town we had
the usual search for a petrol station, the Mini is a little thirsty and does not have the
luxury of twin tanks which original Cooper S's had! Once refuelled we headed for our
next destination of the Caves Du Dragon.
On our route there we passed the remains
of a Cistercian monastery, which was in fact
reminiscent of the remains of Waverley
Abbey near Farnham. At the Caves we were
on the French Front line in 1917, the caves
and tunnels formed an integral part of the
allies’ defence barrier. The caves were
originally dug by hand for stone masons, the
stone was used in the building of many local
churches.

The Cistercian Monastery

In typical French style when we arrived there the place was locked up! It turned out that
there was only one guide and he was taking a party round. We decided to drive onto our
hotel, which was no more than 5 miles away and check in for the night. The hotel was
modern and overlooked a large lake in quite idyllic surroundings. Some of the keener
participants on the tour started washing their cars, seemed a bit excessive even to me!
After a good meal and night’s sleep we were ready for breakfast and the start of the next
day.
For Sunday we needed to be on the road for 9.30 to head to Reims where we were to
visit the Motor Museum in the town. After a good run from the hotel we got to the
outskirts of Reims only to be confused by some road works, we and a Triumph TR3 saw
some parts of the town which were
not intended! but we eventually found
some signs for the Motor Museum.
This privately owned museum had a
number examples of most makes of
French car, but not a definitive
collection! Having “done” the museum
we drove into the centre of Reims to
explore the town and have some
lunch. Most people visited the
Cathedral here, which dominates the
Map of the Reims Grand Prix Circuit at the Museum
town and contains impressive stained
In Tune
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glass windows. The cathedral dates from the 13th century and is ranked as one for
France‘s six most important cathedrals. Incidentally it was in Reims where the German
surrender took place eﬀectively ending World War II
Our next scheduled visit in the afternoon was a trip round the Mumm Champagne
Caves! We were fortunate to have an English-speaking guide who despite her accent
explained the processes involved in production. On our trip round we saw bottles dating
back to the early 1900's. At the end of the visit we were given a sample glass, and the
opportunity to buy a few bottles! It was back on the road again to head out on the road
to Soissons.
Just outside Reims on this road you actually drive on part of the Reims Grand Prix
circuit, following the road book actually complete a full lap. Towards the end of the
circuit you reach the original pits and grandstands. The track was last used in 1969, and
for a Grand Prix in 1966, which was won by Jack Brabham. Most people took their cars
for a run either round the complete circuit several times or up and down the pits straight
- at somewhat illegal speeds on public roads! For some this was quite obviously the
highlight of the trip.

Stop at the Reims Grand Prix circuit.

Parked alongside the pits.

It was time to move on. another 80 mile run across country to our final night’s stop at
Ermenonville. We passed through a very picturesque village of Pierrefonds, it is dwarfed
by the impressive royal chateau. This served as both as fortress and palace.
Unfortunately, time really prevented us from
stopping here to take a look around. We had to
push on to the Chateau where we were staying
the night. Once at the Chateau we parked in
the forecourt in a neat pattern for a photo call.
The evening meal was a formal aﬀair, with an
excellent menu! We were fortunate here to
have a large room which extended into a turret
In Tune
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of the Chateau. the chateau was built in 1783, and among its noted residents were Marie
Antoinette, Robespierre and Napoleon Bonaparte. But of more interest to us was the
fact that Ettore Bugatti owned the Chateau from 1945, until the mid l960’s, the drawing
room and other areas were crammed full of Bugatti road and racing cars!
Next morning we were up fairly early to head home. On our way north we stopped in
Compiegne, here there is a large museum known as Le Palais Musee, it incorporates a
state sponsored transport museum. This particular museum concentrated on the earlier
forms of transport. There was even an example of a Roman chariot whose metal work
dated from when it was new! Having toured the museum we walked into the town in
search of a cup of coﬀee, being Monday most places are shut in France but we did find
one leaving Compiegne we joined the AutoRoute north to Calais. This was going to take
us about 2 ½ hours and it was raining. During the journey the rain turned to hail. sleet
and snow. Most of the time it was being blown horizontally by a very strong wind. By the
time we reached Calais the rain had eased oﬀ but was still blowing a gale. Our ferry was
not due tor another four hours. So we decided to throw caution to the wind and take the
train through the Channel Tunnel. Having just missed a train we had about 40 or so
minutes to wait before we moved forward to join the train. We passed through customs
and then were pulled to one side for a random check to see if we were carrying
explosives. That wasn't all; now the Mini being a little on the low side we failed another
of their tests! We were put in a separate queue of cars with low ground clearance - this
included a Ford Mondeo and an Astra with four rather large ladies in it!
Once of the train we were able to drive out onto the M20 without any further delays. We
were back home in good time despite roadworks on the M25 and A3. ln all we covered
about 650 miles in the four days - it was an excellent time and very good value for
money.

Out and About
I visited Brands Hatch on the 11th and 12th July for one of the first race meetings to
happen now that the restrictions have been eased, for the Legend of Brands Hatch
Superprix with races from the Historic Sports Car Club championships. This is never a
very busy meeting social distancing etc all happened with out any apparent issues.
Tickets had to brought in advance and there was no access to the paddock.
To comply with social distancing there were only two marshals per post one observer
and a flag marshal. It was also obvious some of the drivers were a bit rusty as we had,
especially on the second day, lots of safety cars and red flags! Having only two people
on a marshal post had an eﬀect on recovery times. I am back at Brands Hatch in the
middle of August and also at Thruxton it will be interesting to see how things progress.
So a few pictures from the event.
In Tune
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Tongham Tales part 4 – Is that a light at the end of the tunnel?
It’s been 17 weeks since we were ‘confined to Quarters’, but I’ve managed to get out a
bit. I’ve been shamed, by Andrew, my son, to get out on my cycle. Since early April, he’d
been out, pretty much every day on his 20-year-old mountain bike, racking up the miles
(kilometres). I, on the other hand, have done very little, well, nothing to be honest. Just
sat about, thinking about sanding the Sunbeam, and drinking tea, or pottering in the
garden.
So, when restrictions began to get lifted, I dusted oﬀ my mountain bike, pumped up the
tyres – luckily, they were only flat at the bottom, and went out onto the surprisingly quiet
roads. The first day I really suﬀered getting up the gentle slope of Poyle Road, out to Ash
Green. Gasping and rattling like an old asthmatic, at least it’s downhill all (most) of the
way home. Next day it was easier, but I was only riding for 10Km (cyclists use Km’s not
miles as they make it look like they’ve gone further). And I was seriously slow.
Day 3 and I got the road bike out to play with. By no means a super-lightweight carbon
fibre, all singing, all dancing racer. But half the weight of the mountain bike and with rock
hard narrow tyres. I rode the same route and shaved, no, slashed 10 minutes oﬀ my
previous best.
Over the next few days, I increased the distance and was quite enjoying getting out
again.
Many years ago, before I could drive, I was a member of the Charlotteville Cycling Club,
and used to ride in time trials. The best I managed was a 10-mile TT in 31 minutes. I now
realise that those days are long, long gone!
At the beginning of the
month, I discovered that,
unbeknown to me, I had
upset one, or more, of the
cycling gods. Wednesday
morning, I’d ridden out to
Pirbright, and was
nearing the top of the Cat
1 climb of Stanley Hill
when the chain snapped.
I like to think it was due
to the sheer power I was
putting down. But it was
more likely due to the
weight the chain was having to drive up the hill.
A quick phone call home, and Andrew came out to get me.
Thursday, I’d fitted the spare chain, and was heading out through Tongham City Centre
to the Surrey Hills, when a dozy driver got out of her car and walked straight into the
In Tune
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road in front of me. It was only my lightening reflexes, finely tuned sense of balance and
intuitive self-preservation that prevented me from sprawling into the road. I abandoned
the ride and went home for tea and sympathy. I only got tea.
Friday – another fine day, if slightly breezy. A ride out to Pirbright was the plan, with that
Cat 1 climb still to be
completed. The lights at
Wyke were in my favour and I
fairly flew along the A324,
Pirbright Road. Just past
Hunts Hill Rd and I heard the
unmistakeable ping of a
highly tensioned spoke
snapping. I turned round and
rode slowly home, fitted a
new spoke and re-trued the
wheel.
This is NOT Stanley Hill.
The following Monday, I
conquered the Stanley Hill
Climb.
In other Tongham news, Lorraine has been out a few times. Walking to the shop and her
Dad’s. I must check her car, to see if it will start!
We’ve also bought her a new e-bike. The other Friday we loaded it onto the bike carrier
and headed oﬀ to Cranleigh for a ride on the old railway. South of Bramley, the Run
Common road is still shut after Badgers made their sett under the road and caused it to
subside. So we carried on to Dunsfold crossroads and went in that way, only to find the
road closed due to gas mains repair. We turned round and went down the Utworth Road
and into Cranleigh via Knowle Lane. On arrival at the carpark, Lorraine went and paid,
whilst I unloaded my bike from the carrier, only to find that one of the pedals had shaken
lose and fallen oﬀ. So, I put the bike back on the carrier and we came home.
I told you I’d upset those cycling gods!
I’ve been working on the canal a couple of times and have just completed a tree felling
course, (please, no Irish jokes about ‘there was dees tree fellers walking down the road’)
which I’ve decided is a young person’s game. Lugging 2metre lengths of Ash about is
hard work.
The driveway ornament is not such an ornament anymore – I even had to fill it up the
other week.
That light? I’m still not sure if it’s the end of the tunnel, or a train coming the other way.
We’ll see.
Mark
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We make a return visit to Thruxton in September 1968 for a VSCC
meeting. Thruxton as a race circuit had only opened earlier that year.

Membership Fees

GMC Goodies
The following GMC Goodies are available from Mark
Feeney, just phone him or speak to him at Clubnights
Car Badges (Enamel)

£30.00

Windscreen Sticker

£1.50

Club Badge (Self Adhesive)

£1.00

GMC Leather Key Ring

£1.50

GMC Mugs

£2.00

GMC Polo Shirts (White)

£15.00

GMC Sweat Shirts (Green)

£20.00

Romers, Clear or White
plastic

£6.00

GMC Ice Scrapers

£2.00

GMC Pens

3 for a £1.00

Full Membership

£15.00

Family Membership

£20.00

Associate Membership

£2.50

Pro-rata Membership for new members joining
after 1st July
Full Membership
Family Membership

£7.50
£10.00

Website and Social Media
Website: www.guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
facebook: www.facebook.com/guildfordmotorclub
instagram: https://www.instagram.com/
Contact Information
Follow this link for our contact information.
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